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bomb protest defused by senate
"Whereas the Nixon
administration has again
demonstrated itself to be totally
oblivious of the desire of the
American people for peace
"
With these words David
Strauss, Student Senate
President, prefaced his
resolution to the Senate moving
in favor of a peaceful protest of
the war through a fast of Kise
Commons Food Service,
mourning and meditation by the
Moorhead State College
community.
Paragraph seven of Strauss'
resolution included an
allocation of $100 dollars of
Student Senate funds to finance
the venture.
That paragraph
and the
entire motion was defeated by a
vote of 7-5 with five abstentions,
by the new bench of Senators
who were serving their first day
in the chambers.
"The Senate complains about
spending $100 dollars to protest
the totally inhumane terror
bombing of North Vietnam, but
squanders away much larger
sums on programs which are
totally useless," Strauss said.
Strauss also added that he

was shocked that the Senate
would not go on record favoring
an immediate end of American
participation in this conflict,
expecially after the governor of
Minnesota and the state
legislators strongly condemned
the Nixon administration's
action of the last weeks.
Without the authorization of
the Senate, Strauss had decided
to go ahead with his plans
anyway.
Tentatively he has scheduled
a vigil and meditation period in
conjunction with the fast of Kise
Commons; along with the
possibility of securing Dr.
Mulford Q. Sibley, a nationally
renowned critic of our country's
foreign policy, as a speaker if
airplane schedules can be
arranged.
The fast of Kise Commons
was arranged with Clint Stacy,
manager of ARA Slater, who
agreed to give students who
abstain from meals on Jan. 19,
monetary credit for fastjng.
The proceeds of this fast will
be donated for restoration of the
Bach Mai Hospital which was
recently demolished by
American bombers.
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draft completed on new college constitution
By Calvin Singleton

The first draft of Moorhead
State College's constitution
which will define future rights
and responsibilities of faculty
members,
students,
administrators and civil
servants is expected to be
completed Jan. 11.
Once completed, it will be
distributed in the Comstock
Memorial Union and Owens
Hall. After faculty members,
students, administrators and
civil servants have had the
chance to examine the proposed
document, open hearings will be
held Jan. 24, 25 and 29 in the
Biology Hall Auditorium. Any
questions or proposed changes
of the new constitution will then
be heard.
A thirteen member
committee which prepared the
first draft will then reconvene to
consider any changes. The final
draft of the proposed
constitution will then be
submitted to President Roland
Dille for approval.
An all-college vote to accept
or reject the constitution will be
held two or three weeks later,
according to Robert Hanson,
vice president for academic
affairs and chairman of the
constitution committee.
The proposed constitution
allows for a more active
participation of all components
of the college community in a
representative type of
government.
The base rules for the
development of the new
constitution and these
representative bodies are found
in the Rules and Regulations of
the Minnesota State College
Board.

If anybody wishes to look at
these rules he may find a copy
in the library.
The present constitution
pertains to faculty and
administration members only.
Students and civil service staff
members were covered by
various regulations and
policies.
The four f a c u l t y
representatives are Donald
Anderson, associate professor
and chairman of the Health,
Physical Education and
Recreation Department; Allan
Hanna, associate professor of
English; Carl T. Carlson,
assistant professor of
Mathematics; and Marvel
Froemming,
Mathematics
instructor.
The student representatives
are Sue Hunt (so-Redwood
Falls), Joan Zitzow (frMoorhead), Joanne Brandt (srHibbing), Michael Schall (soHague).
The civil service staff
representative is Dean
Webster, superintendent of
buildings and grounds.
Vice President Earl Herring,
Vice President Robert MacLeod
and Dean William Treumann
have been representing the
administration. Of these 13,
three — Truemann, Hanna and
Hunt — were on a committee
that actually drafted the
proposed amendments.
The constitutional committee
has been working under a
constant pressure to get
finished. The State Board's
deadline for new constitutions
was Oct. 15, 1972.

Despite the pressure to get
Minnesota state colleges
d o n e , H u n t s a y s , " T h e were told by the State College
constitution is more complete Board in the summer of 1971 to
than any of the others I've seen write new constitutions. These
so far."
were to have provisions that
Another problem encountered guaranteed certain student
while drafting the constitution rights.
was deciding how complete the
Among these rights are
constitution would be, what to participation in decisions that
put in it and what to leave to pertain to them. A student
other regulations that might be a d v i s o r y c o u n c i l t o t h e
easier to change than the president, composed of six
college constitution. Hunt said, students, of whom four shall be
"If the constitution spelled out elected at large by and from the
e v e r y t h i n g i t w o u l d b e student body and two shall be
something like a hundred pages appointed by the president of
long."
the college, is proposed to

accomplish this. They will have
one year terms.
Other rights that the college
constitution should provide for
are the rights guaranteed us by
the Constitution of the United
States as they pertain to
college students.
MSC' s n e w c o n s t i t u t i o n
should provide for a procedure
for hearings which a student
can request if sanctions have
been imposed on him. The draft
does this by declaring that
regulations that do
this
must be adopted and that the
...Continued on Page 3

SUPB and Student Senate to hold
elections for filling positions Feb. 13
As is the normal operating
procedure of the Student Senate
and the Student Union
Programming Board, regular
elections for the filling and
replacement of certain
positions will be held Tuesday ,
Feb. 13.
Filing for the positions opens
Wed., Jan. 17 and closes 4 p.m.
Wed., Jan. 31. Filing forms
may be obtained in the Senate
office, the SUPB office, the
Student Advisors Office and the
current issue of the Advocate.
Completed forms are to be
returned to the Senate, the
SUPB and the Student Advisors.
Eligibility requirements for
the Senate are nine credits and
a 2.0 GPA however any
Moorhead State College student
is eligible for SUPB filings.
At their Monday meeting, the
Senate argued the feasibility of
the "open forums" by which the

student body previously
became acquainted with the
candidates for the positions.
It was suggested by Senate
President David Strauss, that
the Senate instead sponsor a
coffee hour at which the same
type of candidate exposure
could be accomplished. The
motion was tabled.
If the present schedule
remains, the tentative schedule
for elections will be:
Filing opens — Wed. Jan. 17
Filing closes — Wed., Jan. 31,
4 p.m.
Candidates Meeting — Wed.
Jan. 31, 4 p.m.
Primary OpenForum — Mon.
Feb. 5
Primary election — Tues.,
Feb. 6
General open forum — Mon.
Feb. 12
General Election — Tues.

Feb. 13
Due to the resignation of
SUPB President Gail Ward,
Treasurer Tom Lease is
president pro tempore until
SUPB chooses another to act
until the time of the next
election.
As a result of the confusion
that resulted last year
concerning the election
procedures of candidates for
SUPB positions the
organization drew up a list of
election procedures that will
govern future SUPB elections.
The procedures were
approved by the Comstock
Union Committee.
Voting shall take place in
Bridges Hall, Nemzek Field
house, the Center for the Arts
and Comstock Memorial Union.
Voters must present a student
I. D. card, an activity card and
sign the voter register.
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night guard post open to students
The Moorhead State College
Housing Office is currently
accepting applications for the
position of Assistant
Coordinator of the Residence
Hall Night Watchman
Program.
This position will require
working at least 15 hours per

week, much of it being at night.
It is a 12 month position
requiring the Assistant
Coordinator to be on campus
throughout the summer and
portions of other vacation
periods.
Only students will be
accepted for the position.

Interested students must be at
least juniors, 20 years old, with
a GPA of 2.0.
,
J
L ,
Application may be made by
completing the aPP™Pnat<:
forms in the Housing Office ot
Ballard Residence Hall no later
than Jan. 18, 1973.

Greeks invite all
to week of events
From Jan. 22-27 there will be
a solid week of fun for the
campus when the sororities and
fraternities of Moorhead State
ColJ
t on activities for both
Greek and non.Greek students,
highlight of the week will be
^ «Greek Races," which are

open to all students. Here's the
students' chance to
demonstrate abilities in bag
races, peanut-pushing races
and more.
Prizes will be
awarded to the winners of each
event. Details will be in next
week's Advocate.

For College Men
Who Think They Can Lead,
And Are Willing To Find Out For Sure
Freshmen,
Sophomores & Juniors

Platoon
Leaders
Class

Ground or Air

Seniors & Graduates

Officer
Candidate
Class
Ground or Air

No on-campus training • Eligible members receive
$100 a month for each of the 9 months of the school
year • Free civilian flight instruction for eligible
members of PLC Air program • Freshmen and
sophomores attend two six-week summer sessions
at Officer Candidates School, Quantico, Virginia •
Juniors take one extended session in summer before
senior year • Commissioning on day of college
graduation • All officers then attend six-months of
advanced leadership training at The Basic School,
Quantico • Aviation officers report directly to flight
school for jet or helicopter training after Basic School.

No on-campus training • After college graduation,
candidates attend Officer Candidates School,
Quantico, Virginia • Upon commissioning, all
officers report to The Basic School, Quantico, for six
months1 advanced training • All Marine ground
officers state the occupational fields they prefer,
and in three out of four cases they get their first
choice • Aviation officers report to flight school for
jet or helicopter training.

Ask A Marine About Leadership...
And Learn Something About Yourself
Marine Corps Officer
Selection Team On Campus
In O w e n s Hall Jan. 11-12,
9:00-4:00
NAVMC 7120 (R e v. 2-72)
PCN 103 011992 00

The Marines
are looking for
a few good men
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letters to congressmen can affect tuition hike
During Christmas vacation, a
number of state college
students living in northern and
western Minnesota participated
in a unique lobbying effort
contacting legislators in their
own homes to dissuade
legislators from voting in favor
of a tuition hike.
This concept of lobbying
actively in the legislator's
district where it really counts
has been favorably received by
legislators thus far and has
been the subject of news stories
and programs on WCCO and
several Fargo-Moorhead radio
and television stations.
One state legislator who was
contacted by a group of students
was Richard Fitzsimmons of
Warren.

Student contingents have
contacted approximately forty
legislators thus far. Strauss is
hopeful that his project can be
expanded through MSCSA with
a goal of contacting all 201
Minnesota law makers.

Strauss said he feels it is
expecially important to contact
the urban area legislators who
comprise a large portion of the
DFL majority and who can be
influential in blocking a tuition
increase.
These legislators have not
tr a dit ionallysupportedthe sta te
college system as strongly as
their outstate counterparts.

Strauss said it is also
important to operationalize
MSCSA's goal to establish
Fitzsimmons commented that
profiles of each legislator's
the meeting with the students in
attitudes toward the state
his home and the letters he had
college system to assist our
received concerning the tuition
lobbyist.
hike will provide excellent
grass roots support for the
positions argued by the MSCSA
Presently Strauss has the
lobbyist at the legislature.
profiles of the legislators who
have been contacted; the
"Student efforts in the profiles include the legislator's
individual legislator's districts attitude toward the system, his
will enchance the position of the committee assignments and
lobbyist and make him a more other information.
credible representative of the
32,000 state college students,"
Perhaps after a l l 201
Fitzsimmons added.
legislators are contacted,
preferably during January and
According to Senate early February, this whole
President, David Strauss, one lobbying effort could culminate
state legislator said it is with a "State College Student
surprising how little mail the Day" or a "Minnesota Student
legislators do get from their D a y " a t t h e M i n n e s o t a
constitutents, and added that legislature.
many times legislators are
forced to make a decision "by
Strauss suggested thousands
the seat of their pants" because o f s t u d e n t s w o u l d b e
no one back home bothered to encouraged to converge en
offer him any information.
masse on the legislature with
the proposed tuition increase as
Another legislator was a main focal point. A student
impressed by the four letters he day would also familiarize
received from students. The students with the operations of
four letters were the only ones the legislature and give them an
that he had received from his opportunity to lobby for other
constitutents.
important concerns.

Strauss said he feels the
potential of a student lobby is

MSC sponsors pool,
table tennis contest
Moorhead State College will
send two men pool players, two
women pool players and two
table tennis players to the
A.C.U.I, conference in
Minneapolis on February 15-1617.

and alumni around issues of
mutual concern.

magnified when students
coalesce with faculty, parents,

From Page 1

constitution cont.

regulations must be published. participate in them. She has
The draft leaves all details of some doubts, however, as to the
the hearings to the regulations. amount of interest the hearings
will arouse in students.
The new constitution should
The hearings are the last
also elaborate on adequate
precedures for appeals of organized chance for the
hearings and appeals of the c o m m o n s t u d e n t t o a s k
president's decisions.
This q u e s t i o n s a n d s u b m i t
seems to be the weakest point of suggestions for changes in the
the draft as far as student rights draft before it is voted on.

In order to qualify you must
are concerned.
participate in campus
tournaments which will be held
A new student senate election
the week of January 15 thru the
may be held in the spring
19th.
quarter of this year if the new
constitution is adopted.
The
M e n ' s b i l l i a r d s w i l l b e new constitution calls for the
Wednesday, January 17, at 7:00 constituents of the various
p.m. and Women's billiards will candidates from the various
beon Tuesday, January 16, at academic areas be enrolled in
7:00 p.m.
the same academic area that
the candidate represents. For
The table tennis tournaments, instance, only students enrolled
both singles and doubles will be in business courses can vote for
held on Thursday, January 18, a candidate that represents the
at 7:00p.m.Everyone come and business students.
try your luck. For more
information, contact Jetty Patel
The new constitution does not
at 236-2265.
change the status of the at large
delegates or candidates.

None of the present
representatives will have a
shortened term, but if new
representatives are elected
both new and old will serve on a
temporarily expanded senate
until next years election.

FOR SALE:
High quality
stereo equipment: Scott 300-C
solid state FM tuner and
amplifier, power to drive 4
large speakers, $120; Ampex
Dates for hearings on the
Micro-50 cassette tape deck,
c
o
nstitution have been set
mikes, $90; Garrard AT-60
changer, Pickering cartridge, and Miss Hunt hopes that
$45; Goodman bass reflex s t u d e n t s w i l l a c t i v e l y
speaker, $25. Whole package
for $240.
Set up for
demonstration.
Call Paul
Sullivan — days in Mass
Communications Department,
236-2123; after 5 p.m. at home,
236-7178.

Questions students should ask
are how elaborately should
hearing procedures be defined
in the new constitution. The
present draft refers to
regulations for the exact
procedures. There is nothing
wrong with this except students
should consider that it will
probably be easier to change
these regulations than to
change an amendment to the
constitution.
Students should ask
themselves how much they
want spelled out in the
constitution about their rights
and how much they want left to
various regulations such as
those in the student handbook.
Also, a new constitution
seems to imply that all
regulations it refers to, be
either rewritten or at least be
looked over by someone. Who?
Will students have adequate
representation in this?
If students have any questions
about any part of the
constitution they should attend
the hearings and ask them. The
hearings may be their last
chance.

235-3109

FOR SALE: Ski boots, size
10, for $10. Call 236-3140.

Tom s ParkTowers House of Beauty 501 So^

SENATE AND SUPB ELECTION FORM
Phone:

Position:.

WINTERIZE TIME
TUNE UPS

-Year

Name:.

Rey's Interstate Standard

SNOW TIRES
ENGINE HEATERS

Address*.

At Interstate 94 and Highway 75, South Moorheod
Phone 233-3051

Senate:

SUPB:.

(check one)
DR. HARLAN GEIGER

tile for the
position nf

__

I have checked

the qualifications for this office as stated in the
constitution and I know that I qualify. I have read
the rules and regulations concerning the election
and will adhere to them.
Date:

.Signature:

THE
OPTOMETRIST
PROFESSIONALS
Contact Lenses
515 1st Ave. N. - Ph. 23S> 1292

DRS. CARLSON & LARSON
CONTACT LENSES

OPTOMETRIST
702 CENTER AVE., MOORHEAD

233-1624
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editorial
Prompted by last month's American B-52 bombing raids
over North Viet Nam, a demonstration on this campus
against the war and the bombings was proposed at
Monday's Meeting of the Student Senate.
A proposed resolution called for official days of fast,
mourning and meditation on Jan. 19 and 20, the latter being
the date of President Nixon's inauguration.
The resolution was defeated by a vote of seven to five with
five abstentions. Despite the negative decision that refused
to back the protest with student funds, Senate President
David Strauss and several other individuals are still
planning to hold anti-war activities on the above dates.
The basic reasoning behind negative votes seemed to
stem from the belief that there are many other more
important issues that this college must act on.
Actually, the negative vote is indicative of the general
feeling about the war now shared by this country and its
youth.
The Viet Nam War has cruelly taken its toll on the minds
and even the mental stability of many American citizens. It
has had a devastating effect on the spirit of America,
especially on a once idealistic spirit of American youth.
A recent edition of Newsweek Magazine featured a report
on the serious increase in cases of mental depression among
Americans. The report indicated the condition is steadily
increasing among this nation's young people and that the
frustrations of the Viet Nam War is one of the major
reasons.
Everyone by now has felt the frustrations of the Viet Nam
tragedy. Most can no longer stomach it. It has become too
hideous to think about and too nightmarish to discuss.
People, out of necessity, drive it out of their minds. We want
to remain sane.
And yet it still haunts us daily. It haunts us mentally. And
the rest of the world cannot understand.
We did not witness a massive cry of moral outrage from
within this country when our bombs ripped apart hundreds
of human lives last month. Tears shed over more lost U.S.
airmen flooded only the lives of their former relatives.
So, who's going to win the big football game Sunday?

to the editor
To The Editor:
I was shaken by the Student
Senate's recent action which
rejected a motion condemning
the Nixon Administration for its
terroristic bombings of the
Vietnamese and which resolved
to set aside Jan. 19, and
Inauguration Day, Jan. 20, as
days of fasting and meditation.
As members of the college
community, we are the moral
conscience of our nation. In
times when hideous crimes are
being committed against the
innocent and the powerless, it is
the civil duty of those of us who
claim to be possessors of
knowledge, under the shield of

academic freedom, to publicly
register our deep-felt disgust
and shame for the actions of our
President.
I regret that our Student
Senate has refused to open the
channels of organized, peaceful,
non-violent protest to the
student community it serves.
I regret that our Student
Senate does not see fit to join
with the peace-loving nations of
the world, with our Congress,
and with the governor of our
state and our state legislature in
a plea for peace and in fervent
opposition to the obliteration of
the Vietnamese people.
Most sincerely, Deborah Zitzow
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more letters
To the Editor:
In voting for a student
senator, I cast my ballot for a
person who I feel is capable of
making decisions. I am greatly
disappointed when senators
prove their incapability by
choosing not to vote on
controversial issues.
At the Monday Senate
meeting several persons
displayed such a lack of
initiative. Granted, the issue at
stake was a highly emotional
one. The motion voted upon
called for Senate support of a
student fast protesting the
Nixon Administration's
continuation of the war effort in
Vietnam. I personally would
approve such a fast, and would
have worked diligently to raise
funds and carry out such an
effort.
However, I was not so
disappointed with the fact that
the motion failed, as I was upset
with the fact that five out of
seventeen Senators refused to
vote. I question the motives of
individuals who take it upon
themselves to file and to

To the Editor:

campaign for Senate positions,
then fail to voice an opinion on
such a vital issue.

Perhaps few Americans are
aware that this past Christmas
season will gain a small place in
twentieth century history. It
will be recorded along with the
period of the Nazi bombing of
civilians in the Spanish Civil
War, Blitkeig of London, the
firebombing of Dresden and the
A-bombing of Japan.

A Senator's major
responsiblity is to represent the
students who elected him. In my
opinion, he cannot do so without
taking the responsibility to
make judgements on
ANY
issue that he faces. If he feels he
cannot make valid judgments
on behalf of the students, his
position in the Senate is not
justifiable. If he feels he is
capable of decision-making, as I
certainly hope members of this
body feel they are, he should not
fail to do so.

To
our credit it was the
United States that made it such
a historic season. It was during
this season of peace that the
United States carried out the
most massive bombing
campaign ever. The target was
North Viet Nam. A country
which has already had more
bombs dropped on it than Italy
and Germany combined during
WWII.

I cannot reprimand a person
who votes aginst a measure
which I believe in. Surely he
cannot be criticized for voting
down an action which is aginst
his principles. But an
abstension, on the other hand, is
certainly questionable.

The bombing of North Viet
Nam above the 20 degree
pararellel has now stopped, but
it continues in southern North
Viet Nam, South Viet Nam,
Laos and Cambodia.

I hope that in the future,
senators will take this
responsibility more seriously.

The Minnesota Legislature
will
undoubtedly face the
question of whether or not to
raise tuition at the Minnesota
State Colleges during the 1973
session. The Higher Education
Coordinating Commission has
a l r e a d y m a d e a
recommendation to raise tution
at the state colleges.

advocate

The Governor has announced
his intention to hold the line on
state spending and will be under
pressure to reccomend a tuition
increase in his budget message.
Individual legislators will soon
be making up their minds about
those recommendations.
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It might also be remembered
that at Christmas, Christian
Americans celebrated the birth
of the Prince of Peace. I haven't
read the New Testement lately*
but I don't remember anything
about "bomb thy neighbor" or
"kill thy enemies children", or
"murder thy way to heaven".
Perhaps its not as bad as all
that. After all our "Godfather"
has reassured us that
Vietnamese do not believe in
Christ.
Tim Madigan

Now that students have been
granted the franchise, it is
important for them to register
their feelings to their
legislators. Letters to individual
legislators are an effective way
for students to protest the
pending tuition increase. Make
letters personal and individual.
Write to the legislators, both
Senators and Representatives
from your home district and use
your home address. (The
legislators from Moorhead are
aware of our position and need
not be reminded). When writing
to a legislator, identify yourself
as a constituent in his district,
give your name and year in
school, list debts you have

incurred as a result of being a
student, and explain any
difficulties you may have
experienced in finding summer
or part-time employment, or
other financial problems you, as
a student, face. Some of the
statistics that have been
publicized (amounts of money,
percentages, etc.) are
inaccurate or out-dated, so it is
not a good idea to quote any
general figures.
A concerted effort by students
now may save thousands of
dollars for students later!
Please write your letter today.
Sincerely,
DAVID STRAUSS
Student Body President

calendar
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Last October — two weeks
before the election — we were
told, "peace is at hand." It
seems now that for some reason
the hand that peace was sitting
on has been blown up.

Respectfully,
Roberta Marshall.
Letter to the Editor:

Advertising Staff

When will there be complete
bombing halt? More important,
when will the Indochina war
end?

Nancy Bond, Jetendra Patel, Ron Wood
AASC Circle K Chapter and Roger Hunt
Don Garey

Staff members: Barbara Allen, John Bakke, Gail Bancroft Donna Bart,
LVnne Bell, Dave Benning, Carol Braun, Gayle Cossette, Libby Crider,
Paula Dammel, Jean Farrand, Linda Flacksbarth, Jan Fredrickson, Wayne
Gudmundson, Kurt Hegland, Phil Hilker, Chuck Holm, Roger Hunt, AAark
Jackson, John Kingrey, Debbie Kirschbaum,
Rebecca Landby, Lynn
AAatsler, Karen Nelson, Rick Olmstead, AAary Runck, Joette Schneider,
Paula Schroeder, Tom Schultheis, Peg Shea, Calvin Singleton, Debbie
Smith Kim Snyder, Dave Sonju, Sandy Steger, Dave Strauss,
Jeff
Tiedeman, Tom Tollefson, AAichelle VanBeek, Jan Westra, Craig Wilson,
Karl Xavier III and AAary Ann Young.

Thursday, Jan. 11
6:30p.m. —Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship — Owens Lounge
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreation ; Swimming (Free) — Nemzek
Pool
7:30 p.m. — Wrestling: MSC vs University of Minnesota, Morris
— Nemzek Fieldhouse
7:30 p.m. — SIMS Meeting — Biology 110
8p.m. - SUPB Mini Concert: SANCTUARY — Ballroom, Union
Friday, Jan. 12
6:30-8:30 p.m.
Faculty-Staff Swimming — Nemzek Pool
8 p.m. — SUPB Film: "Dirty Dozen" (Free) — Lounge, Union
Saturday, Jan. 13
8-5 p.m. — Industrial Education Workshop — Hagen 105
Sunday, Jan. 14
2, 4 & 8 p.m. — MSC Reader's Theatre:
JONATHAN
LIVINGSTON SEAGULL — 2nd Stage, CA
Monday, Jan. 15
7:30 p.m. — International Film Series — "SMILES OF A

SUMMER NIGHT," Swedish, — Weld Auditorium

7:30p.m. — Wrestling: MSC vs Concordia College at Concordia
College.
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek
Pool
Tuesday, Jan. 16
7-9 p.m. — Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek
Pool
Wednesday, Jan. 17
5:30 p.m. — Bahai Meeting — Room 218, Union
7:30 p.m. — 1st of SUPB Silence Film Festival: 50 cents a night
— Weld Auditorium. Film: "The Kid" with Charles Chaplin and
"Never Weaken".

the CAB announces: take the
bus and leave the flying to us
The Easter and summer
plans of many students to travel
home will be severely affected
by the elimination of discount
youth fares announced Dec. 7 by
the Civil Aeronautics Board
(CAB). The National Student
Lobby (NSL) and senior citizen
groups are seeking to reverse
the CAB decision through
Congressional action.
CAB voted 3-2 that domestic
youth fares are unjustly
discriminatory and should no
longer be permitted. The
decision implied the same fate
for international youth fares.
"The wolf is at the door," said
NSL Executive Director Layton
Olson. "Although CAB has set
no specific date for terminating
youth fares pending a hearing
early in 1973, on the effect of
such a move, the discounts
could very well end as early as
March."

Instate
and
Foreign voted to end youth fares. CAB
Commerce Committee sends members Robert Murphy and
the youth fare question to the G. Joseph Minetti voted to keep
House floor during the first half
it. The majority admitted that
of 1973," said Olson. "Students the discount fares undoubtedly
can also ask their own generate more traffic
for
congressmen and senators to airlines. But the board argued
vote for youth fares when the that the fares are closed to
question comes up."
people who would otherwise
travel discount fare and are
open
to people who would
"CAB will continue to defer
final cancellation of youth fares otherwise travel full fare to an
if students and Congress start to e x t e n t t h a t h i s a g e
take action," said Russell discrimination is unjust. The
that the
Lehrman, head of Continental minority argued
Marketing Corp., a Houston- discounts raise so much added
based youth fare sales concorn. revenue that, rather than
burden full fare passenger, they
In 1968 CAB reversed its own benefit these travelers by
examiner when college students
protested the examiner's
decision that youth fares were
unjustly discriminatory. CAB
has soured on youth fares since
then after receiving mail from
older travelers and legal
pressure from Continental
Trailways Bus System, which
has lots riders due to low air
fares.

"Since Congress can prevent
CAB from eliminating youth
fares, students should ask
On the current decision CAB
Congressmen Harley Staggers Chairman Secor Browne, Vice
(C-W. Va.), John Jarmen (D- Chairman Whitney Gillilland
Okla.) and Sam Devine (It- and member Robert Timm
Ohio) to insure that the House
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holey prophylactics, Miss January,
roaches and spilt Kise are all
worth the breath of an 'uff da'
By Karen Nelson
Down through the ages Norway, Sweden, Finland,
mankind has been plagued by Denmark, Iceland and Old
barriers in language and Norse.
communication. The problem
Scandinavians are not selfish.
is enhanced by technology and
the addition of appropriate Join the bandwagon (line forms
words.
outside any privy) and become
a user of that now famous,
Perplexing isn't it, wee bitty never perishing, melodic
soul? Frustrating, too.
sounding term — "UFF DA".
Hark and forsooth, verily it is
Yes, "Uffda". This world has
said, salvation doth arriveth. a distinguished and colorful
history. Rather than spend
A campaign was launched reams of paper divulging this,
(via the Giddup
Pole). let us refer to present day
E x t e n s i v e , i n t e n s i v e , usage.
subjective, conducive, pensive
and pointing analysis discloses
Uff da is being on a plane
two formulative theories.
hijacked to Fargo.
Theory one: there sure are a
hell of a lot of Scandinavians
around here.
Digression, dear
please.

reader,

Uff da is failing an exam.
Uff da is inhaling a roach.
Uff da is trying to talk after
eating peanut butter.

Minority peoples (all nonUff da is falling on ice.
lutefisk connoisseurs) take
note. Do not slight these people.
Uff da is receiving a bank
Make jokes about them if you overdraft.
must. Realize, though, they are
powerfully influential for in
Uff da is having a date with
their vocabulary lies the Miss January.
salvation of mankind.
Uff da is stuffing yourself on
Communication was the high calorie food.
prime consideration but we
must understand another's
Uff da is dropping your food
jargon before relating to it.
tray in Kise.
Giddup Pole's second theory:
salvation is already on our
campus. All is not lost. It is
here in one simple word. Peace
will rain.

Uff da is having two dates the
same night.

In no other language is there
a word that bares so much
meaning. It is easily applied
and understood. Listen. It is
used constantly. It identifies
with anything and everything.

Uff da is finding out your
girlfriend doesn't use the pill.

718 MAI N, F A R G O

First Package Store Across
The Bridge On Main Ave.

board lumped both kinds of
fares together in its argument
that the fares are not sufficient
ly successful in generating
passengers and revenue to
warrant discriminating against
As NSL points out, airlines middle-aged passengers.
make healthy profits on youth
Youth fares were made to
fares except when guaranteeing
reservations. Some airlines attract passengers who did not
have scheduled extra planes for have settled travel habits. The
youth fare passengers while restricted standby discounts
others have officially offered were justified on the grounds
reserved seats at youth fare that young people have more
prices. Both de facto and time than money while many
official guaranteed-seat youth middle-aged travelers are
fares are very unfair and businessmen with travel
uneconomical in comparison to expense accounts and fixed
standby fares. However, the schedules.
contributing to common fixed
costs. Moreover, if any airline
feels it's losing on youth fares,
they can cut or abolish
discounts, the dissenters added.

Stop a moment, dear reader,
and give thanks. "Cheerio"

Uff da is suffering from being
Sing-a-pore Slung.

Uff da is mixing up the hair
spray and deodorant cans.
Uff da is enjoying a delicious
sandwich only to discover it was
cat food.

Uff da is having bladder call
while snowmobiling.
Uff da is smashing into
another's car.
Uff da is wearing white sox
with a suit.
Uff da is berating a professor
who overhears.
Uff da is discovering you
bought 10 baggies for 100 dollars
and purchased alfalfa.
Uff da is using the wrong
public toilet.
Uff da is an obsce ne phone
call.
Uff da is a cold shower.
Uff da is finding out your
roommate punched holes in
your prophylactics.
Uff da is thinking.
Uff da is an all night orgy.
Uff da is walking up eight
flights of steps.
Uff da is falling down eight
flights of steps.
Uff da is men-women.
Uff da is getting out of bed in
the morning.
Uff da is New Year's Eve.
Uff da is a lot of b. s.
(bicarbonate of soda)
The application of Uff da is
universal and limitless.
If
you're hooked, keep up the
campaign. If not, sorry about
that.
Life isn't really all that
hectic. In fact, Uff da it's a nice
day, eh wot?

EOMS contributes much to campus
By Karen Nelson
Educational Opportunities for
Minority Students (EOMS) is a
program designed to
financially, academically and
personally assist AfroAmerican, Mexican-American

and American Indian students students.
at Moorhead State.
The first minority students
In conjunction with EOMS a entered MSC in 1968. Since
separate office, Indian Affairs, then, 22 have graduated and 15
has been established.
This completed two years before
office provides special leaving to take jobs.
counseling to American Indian
Presently about 100 minority

Tri-College awarded grant
Three years after an initial by tight budgets, declining or
grant, the Lous W. and Maud stable enrollment, and rapid
Hill Family has awarded the •social change," Dr. Anderson
Tri-College University a said.
second
vote-of-confidence
grant.
''We are no longer
experimenting with TCU. We
The second grant, like the a r e n o t l o o k i n g t o w a r d s
first, will provide $77,625 over a becoming a permanent arm or
three year period for the extension of the three existing
continued development and schools in our role as broker for
expansion of Tri-College mutual assistance agreements
University (TCU).
among the consortium
members," Anderson added.
Each year $15,000 in venture
funds will be awarded to
Since the passage of
promising projects proposed "enabling" legislation in North
within the TCU community and Dakota in 1969 to match
$7,500 will be used for a Minnesota's "common market"
consortium intern fellowship. act of 1965, the three FargoAn additional $3,375 a year was Moorhead colleges have been
provided for indirect cost.
legally free to encourage
student exchange.
"It is common for TCU to be
approached by various
Following action by
interinstitutional groups with Moorhead State College faculty
promising proposals," said Dr. t o b r i n g t h e i r a c a d e m i c
Albert Anderson, TCU provost. calendar into virtual alignment
"The majority of such ideas with that of North Dakota State
entail budgetary demands University for the fall of 1971
sufficient to match an amount and this fall, the potential of
w h i c h e a c h o f t h r e e TCU began getting its first fair
departments needs to carry out trail.
a common project, or to release
a faculty member for planning
The three institutions were
lined together permanently for
and implementation.
"There are also high priority
areas of planning and
development, such as
environmental students, on
which there is joint agreement
but which cannot be developed
adequately without a least
temporary paid assistance,"
Anderson added.

Then the philosophy
departments of the three
schools joined together to show
what interinstitutional
cooperation between similar
departments could achieve.
With a $7,000 grant from the
National Endowment for the
Humanities, common course
offerings were coordinated for
an entire academic year and a
series of distinguished visiting
lecturers in philosophy were
brought in. An ongoing pattern
of cooperation was also
established.
By the 1971-72 academic year
850 students a year were taking
classes under TCU. Out of over
300 survey forms returned by
students who have taken TCU
courses since 1967, over 97 per
cent would enroll in another
exchange course if they had the
opportunity.

MPIRG toy guides
followed locally

Christmas 1972 was probably
happier and certainly a lot
healthier and safer for
numerous Fargo-Moorhead
families. Ten days earlier, on
Dec. 14, A1 Mitzel and Wayne
Nelson of MPIRG (Minnesota
Public Interest Research
Group) completed a resurvey of
stores in the area carrying toys
The funds for the consortium that have been determined
intern fellowships will help fill dangerous and banned by the
two needs. First, to provide an F e d e r a l F o o d a n d D r u g
assistant provost to aid with the Administration.
administraive tasks of TCU,
They found that the stores
and second, to provide aspiring
administrators with experience removed not only toys that had
previously been banned by the
in interinstitutional affairs.
FDA, but also those that
"Tri-C liege U n i v e r s i t y MPIRG recommended be taken
represents a valuable tutor for off the shelves as hazardous and
administrators or interinsti unsafe. Such toys included the
tutional arrangements," Dr. "Busy Surprise Box", the ICU
Anderson pointed out." Even Mirror Rattle" and the "Pup
executives in the foundations Squeak Accordion Toy."
might
benefit
from
Those that MPIRG alone
foundations which more than
ever require a familiarity with suggested be removed were
the needs of representative such things as flammable
i n s t i t u t i o n s d e p e n d e n t o n model airplane glue, bicycles
with high-rise handle bars and
philanthropy."
banana seats for stunt riding,
"We consider the renewal of dart games that included darts
the Hill Foundation grant a with pointed metal ends and a
strong vote of confidence in the number of electric toys that
Tri-College University and its could shock or burn children.
efforts at providing innovative
Mitzel said that MPIRG's
cooperative programs in
goal
is to alert both parents ana
education during an era marked
"Typically neither the
institution nor TCU had the
budget to fund such request. All
are bound to budgets which are
fixed two years in advance, and
thus have not discretionary
funds on which to draw for extra
though exceedingly desirable
projects," Anderson said.

all practical purposes, with the
establishment of joint services
by the three libraries.
The library consortium
attracted a $94,000
Bush
Foundation Grant for
institutional coordination of
holdings and acquisitions.

students are
e n r o l l e d . by the students.
Approximately 60 receive
financial help from EOMS.
EOMS sponsors student
A l m o s t a l l p a r t i c i p a t e i n activities such as Indian Week
various program-sponsored and Black Expression Month,
activities.
which include speakers,
cultural programs and panel
The retention rate of minority discussions.
students in the past four years is
Student organizations include
higher than that of the general United Black Students, Black
student body.
The rate of Men's Organization, Black
academic failure has been less W o m e n ' s O r g a n i z a t i o n ,
than 10 per cent.
American Indian Student
Association and Mexican
EOMS is administered by a American Youth Organization.
board of directors consisting of The Minnesota Counselors and
chairman Sylvia Maupins, Directors of Minority Programs
director of minority student organized at MSC last April now
activities; vice-chairman, Loye has over 100 members from
Link, Indian Affairs director; v a r i o u s c o l l e g e s a n d
six minority students (two universities in the state.
elected from each of the
General student interest in
predominant groups), Tim X
(sr-Chicago),Gwen Washington the study of minority cultures is
(so-Greenwood, MS); Marcia high. The Institute of Minority
Germolous (so-Halstad, Mn.), Group Studies offers four areas
Lalo Zavala (jr-Asherton, Tx.), of study. Minors are availalbe
Grace Romero (so-Carrizo in minority group studies, AfroSprings, Tx.), Andy Rendon (so- American studies, American
M o o r h e a d ) ; a n d o n e w h i t e Indian studies and Mexican
liaison elected by the Student American studies.
Senate and subject to board
EOMS is a locally supported
approval, Neil Johnson (jrKennedy, Mn.).
fund.
About $15,000 is
contributed annually. The
E a c h b o a r d m e m b e r i s Student Senate authorizes a
The
elected for a two-year term. $10,000 contribution.
The board's jurisdiction is in the remainder comes from private
According to
areas of loans, scholarships and individuals.
appeals. The board may issue Maupins, "Contributions from
short-term loans to a maximum t h e f a c u l t y , s t a f f a n d
of $100 if the student has administration are very small.
exhausted all other resources. Minority students do not get a
free ride through college. They
The board authorizes too must pay for their
scholarships each year of no education. All money received
more than $300 for Minnesota from EOMS is used on the
residents and $450 for non- basics. It does not go for
residens. A student must have a luxuries."
C-average and carry a full
course load.
Contributions are sought
continuously.
Maupins
The board, when requested, states that the remaining $5,000
assumes responsibility of needed to cover student
investigation of financial and committments has not yet been
other decisions deemed unfair received.

"Willies

store managers to the dangers
possible from
these toys.
Mentioning that in the past
parents have felt apathetic or
simply unable to do anything,
Mitzel said that now parents are
actively avoiding such toys and
are paying attention to the
hazards their children are being
needlessly exposed to.
Scheels, Herbst, Woolworths,
Tempo, Ben Franklin, Scheels
in West Acres, Sears, Penneys
and White Drug in Fargo and
Larson's Hardware and
Moorhead Rexall Drug in
Moorhead were stores that
removed dangerous toys. The
managers of the stores were
cooperative and glad to have
the suggestions, Mitzel said.
"They know it's good for
business to have parents aware
that there are places to shop
where safe toys can be bought
and will patronize them," he
said.
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Dr. Dille's father
dies this week

EVERY DAY SPECIAL

Funeral services were held
Jan. 10, in Dassel, MN for Mr.
Oliver Dille, 86, father of MSC
President Roland Dille.
A
Dassel area farmer most of his
life, he died Jan. 7 after
suffering a stroke a few days
earlier.
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dope.

By Craig Wilson
The controversy about the
legalization of marijuana rages
on. Some feel grass is the
greatest discovery since
pencillin. Some speak of the
long range effects of the Killer
Weed. Others think a roach clip
is what you load your gun with
to shoot bugs.

1992

employed to put together
commercials for a nationwide
television audience.
Some company will probably
use the old slice-of-life spot to
sell their weed.
The setting: Two young
mothers discussing their
problems in a laundromat.

But whatever feelings you
Mary: I've noticed you don't
have about grass, if the present look well lately. Is it ...?
trend continues, marijuana will
Jane: Yes, it's the dope I've
someday be legalized.
been smoking. It just doesn't
In 1992, following his election, seem to get me off anymore.
the president of the United
States will call a press
conference to make an
announcement.
"The time has come", the
president will say, "to legalize
An open hearing was held
marijuana. I have smoked dope
for years and it didn't stop me Dec. 12 by the Council of
from becoming president." Student Affairs to discuss
"Besides", he will continue, "if methods of allocating student
the laws aren't changed, some activity money. The method
of our more prominent senators p r e s e n t l y u s e d i n v o l v e s
recommendations made by the
might get busted."
S
tudent Activity Budget
Overnight, giant dope
displays will spring up in Committee and the Student
T h e s e
(where else) drug stores. The S e n a t e .
recommendations
are then
competition for a piece of the
presented to President Dille.
market will be fierce. The big
advertising agencies will be

Mary: I've noticed that your
eyes aren't very dialated either.
Here, try one of my "GapOuts".
Moments later ...
Jane: Wow! I feel great! And
my whites are whiter and look
at my colors! And look at the
clothes spinning in the dryer ...

Announcer: If you're going to
get high, you might as well fly.
"Gap-Outs"

Mexico will become the
Christmas time
will
undoubtedly bring with it a richest nation in the world.
Those people not fortunate
number of great gifts for the
discriminating doper. Ronco enough to have a marijuana
will develop more tasteless franchise will open grocery
advertising for the
Dope-a- stores to clean upon the
munchies business.
Matic.
And those freaky looking
Take your seediest most
unsightly weed. Drop it in the short-hairs will sneak up to
their rooms to guzzle a can of
Dope-a-Matic.
brew.
It crinces, minces, slices and
dices your grass for perfect
But, alas, a good thing cannot
joint rolling. And it really, last forever. The power freaks
really works. Order now and from the Northern Hemisphere
receive your free TV bonus, the will try to take over the dope
Weed Weigher. Carry it with growing Southern Hemisphere
you everywhere. Make sure you c o u n t r i e s . T h e s o u t h e r n 1
always get full ounce lids.
countries will, of course, offer
E v e r y o n e w i l l r e c e i v e resistance. Somebody will drop
complimentary lids through the the Big One. We will all go up in
mail, courtesy of the local smoke. The Ultimate Trip.
pusher.

allocation of activity fees criticized
"The present method seems
to be fragmented and chaotic at
best," said Mark Chekola,
assistant professor of
philosophy, chairman of the
Council of Student Affairs.
Chekola stressed that the
council isn't trying to usurp the
powers of any student
organization. "The Council just

wants to be a catalyst," he said.

can indicate what projects they
want their money spent on.
Dr. Robert MacLeod, Dean of
Student Personnel Services,
said, "from what I've seen and
heard, we're not anywhere near
a new recommendation yet.
This is a long-range thing."

Several suggestions were
thrown out at the meeting,
including the consideration of
the methods used by St. Cloud
State College and Southwest
College. St. Cloud's method of
student money allocation
He went on to say that the next
includes a poll taken when
students pay their activity step is to find out how well St.
money. In that way, students Cloud's method worked.
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I The Marines are
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MSC Readers Theatre offers
'Jonathan Seagull' Sunday, Jan. 14
By John Bakke

Richard Bach's cursed and
blessed fanstasy of a seagull
striving for ultimate perfection
has been chosen by director
Michael Kelly as the ninth
Reader's Theatre production on
the Moorhead State College
Campus. Bach's novel has been
cursed by a Bishop and blessed
by the director of the FBI, to
mention a few, and now Kelly
has adapted it for Reader's
Theatre, thus offering MSC
audiences a highly creative and
imaginative look at Johnathan
Livingston Seagull, labeled
Outcast from his flock because
of his aspirations.

"love it or leave it" by Jack Frost

I entertainment calendar 1
Jan. 11
SANCTUARY, in SUPB Mini Concert, Ballroom,
Union, 8 p.m.
Jan. 12 — NEW HORIZONS CONFERENCE, Dr. J. Erwin Orr,
Verne Bullock and Temple Choir appearing, Concordia College,
continues through Jan. 14.
Jan. 12 — THE DIRTY DOZEN, starring Lee Marvin, Jim
Brown, John Cassavettes, plus second chapter of Flash Gordon,
free SUPB movie, CMU lounge, 8 p.m.
Jan. 12 — OZAN MARSH, one of America's leading interpreters
of the music of Chopin and Liszt, in concert at Concordia, 8:15p.m.
Jan. 13 — OZAN MARSH, piano workshop, open to the public,
make reservations by calling the Concordia Music Department,
299-4414.

Seagulls are not known for
their aerobatics, although they
are well-equipped for
maneuverability. Jonathan

perfects his earthly flying,
learns that there is no heaven
and no death and finally attains
the ultimate goal of moving
about by merely thinking of it.
His trained disciples and
followers remind one of
Christianity and his flocks often
thought he was the Son of the
Great Gull, but Jonathan
dismissed such ideas,
emphasizing instead the
supreme importance of selfachievement and distinction.

Lake), and Ed Anderson (soPelican Rapids).

The production features such
Readers's Theatre veterans as
Dave Marty (jr-Pelican
Rapids) and Barb Grove (srKerkhoven), as well as
performers from other areas in
the speech-theatre field: Don
Hansen (jr-Canby), Peter
Williamson (grad-Moorhead),
John Hullerman (sr-Heron

There will be three
performances on Sunday, Jan.
14 at 2, 4 and 8 p.m. In past
productins, people have been
turned away at the door due to
lack of seating space and as
there is no admission charge
and no reserved seats, early is
the word. Besides, The Great
Gull dislikes tardiness!

Kevin Sauter (so-Richfield)
and Sue Hunt (so-Redwood
Falls) assist director Kelly in
producing this bright tale of a
feathered wise man (bird?) and
an original musical score,
written by Bill Fosseen, (srEdina) will be performed by
musicians Jan Neuman (soAnoka) and Lucie Shores (soPelican Rapids).

Library, CA endowed with
photography, paintings

Jan. 14 — "JONATHAN LIVINGSTON SEAGULL," Readers
Theatre, SecondStage, Center for the Arts, 2,4, and 8 p.m.
Jan. 15 — "SMILES OF A SUMMER NIGHT," Ingmar Bergman
comedy, Swedish, International Film Series, Weld Auditorium 6:30
and 8:30 p.m.
Jan. 18 — FAUST, F-M Civic Opera Company, North Dakota
State University, 8:15 p.m.

%

arts &
entertainment
SUPB Film Festival
to f eatureimmortaIs
Carl Sesto, Untitled, 1968, is one of 25 photographs now on exhibit at the Livingston Lord Library.

A sincere comment on police
The second annual Silent
Film Festival will run Jan. 17-19 brutality.
featuring silent screen
The final night offers Keaton
immortals such as Charlie
and
Chaplin: Keaton as a
Chaplin, Harold Lloyd and
projectionist in a movie theater
Buster Keaton.
who falls asleep and becomes
T h e f e s t i v a l b e g i n s actively involved in the picture
Wednesday with Charlie and Chaplin in "The Idle Class"
Chaplin and Jackie Coogan in playing the Tramp and an
"The Kid", plus a Harold Lloyd absent minded husband who
manages to befuddle the game
short, "Never Weaken."
of golf and a masquerade ball.
Lloyd is featured the next
night in "Grandma's Boy",
along with a Buster Keaton
short "Cops", where Keaton
innocently starts the day by
moving furniture, and ends up
being chased by the New York
Police Department.

The festival offers several
films previously not shown in
the area. All showings begin at
7:30 p.m. in Weld Hall, with 50
cents admission. The festival is
sponsored by the Student Union
Programming Board.

Two widely varied, but
impressive exhibitions are
gracing the Moorhead State
College campus this month.
Twenty-five photographs from
the International Museum of
Photography at the George
Eastman House are showing in
the Livingston Lord Library
from Jan. 10 to Jan. 30.
The five phtographers
represented include Murray
Riss, Jacqueline Thurston,
Richard Schaeffer, Carl Sesto

and Michael Simon. All work is
within a straight or
unmanipulated approach,
though they vary widely in
terms of personal style.
In the Center for the Arts
Gallery, the Art Department
faculty is exhibiting recent
works.
Paintings,
drawings,
watercolors, prints and
sculpture are being shown.
Most of the faculty are frequent
exhibitors in the area, and their

work has become well-known.
However, some faculty are
exploring new areas. Donald B.
McRaven, Minneapolis, will be
exhibiting in the FargoMoorhead area for the first
time.
Faculty who are exhibiting
include: Dale O. Amundson,
Roy A. Boe, George M. Fredin,
John Boyd Holland, Lyle Laske,
Donald B. McRaven, Timothy
Ray, Marcel Stratton, P.
Richard Szeitz, and John
Youngquist.
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By Julie Henderson
"In the midwest, the writer
the poet, is forced to draw upon
his own resources and discover
self. There are no mountains or
cities to get lost in."
An explanation by Mark Vinz
born in Rugby, N.D., of his
return to the area.
Vinz moved to Minneapolis
immediately after his birth, and
then to Kansas City, attending
college at the Universitites of
Kansas and New Mexico. He
has taught English at Moorhead
State College for four years.
With his tall body in cords and
v-neck sweater, Vinz resembles
a high school football coach
more than a long-suffering poet.
The only outward indication in
his cool manner of the turmoil
inside is the chain-smoking of
cigarettes.

Photos by Wayne Gudmundson
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The turmoil is many-faceted: '
asides being a poet published
twenty
n approximately
Lgazines, Vinz is also
;,cupied with publishing
nACOTAH TERRITORY,
finishing his doctoral
dissertation, teaching classes at
\1SC i n c l u d i n g c r e a t i v e
writing, organizing an English
conference in April, and a high
school creative writing contest.
Enough to fill a day.
Vinz likes to write about his
ancestors, the pioneers, but
s receptive to any subject. Last
/ear, during the first high
School contest, he was disturbed
\y the fact that the students
didn't take advantage of their
jwn area and own experiences,
preferring to fantasize. He feels
he midwest has much to offer,
ndicated by the fact that many
•reative people are "coming
>ack from the cities. But
ilvvays, the most important
hing is to keep trying different
3Wn

Vinz is cautiously optimistic
about a changing attitude
freshman seem to have about
poetry
a more receptive
attitude. He himself feels part
of the change is due to song
lyrics, "although very little can
stand as poetry", the back-tonature hippie movement, and
American Indian movement.
Vinz interest in local poetry
is obvious from his publisher
d u t i e s
D A C O T A H
TERRITORY, a mixture of
national and local work.
The national work comes
from acquaintances made
through the years and at
conventions or conferences. For
example, Gene Frumkin, who
appeared at MSC last
Thursday, was an instructor of
Vinz at New Mexico.
DACOTAH
TERRITORY
grew from an idea in 1970 to
reality in the spring of 1971. At
first it was to be a strictly local,

SONG
Alfred Marcus Call (1876-1955)

cither,
of you in t h e l o n g D a k o t a n i g h t ,
hadow o f s u n f l o w e r s , i n t h e c o l d k n i f e b l a d e

of lunar light,
of you—horse, buggy, and oldsmobile,
an who c o u l d n o t h e a l h i m s e l f .

>m is f i l l e d w i t h t h e s m o k e o f p r a i r i e f i r e s ,
nies of a h u n d r e d k i l l i n g s n o w s . . .
it you a r e h e r e a g a i n t o n i g h t ?
one told y o u : t h e g a m e i s o v e r ,
r ummy

deck stashed away forever,

eet l o c k e d u p t i g h t i n t h e f r e e z i n g s t a r e
of the Northern Cross.

e we a r e ,
o in a n o l d G r e a t N o r t h e r n b o x c a r
heading West:
u9by,

n

Minot, Manitou

° l d man w h i s p e r i n g t h e n a m e s ,
of amulets

maP
S°n

difficult births:

'"iston, Cutbank, Coeur d'Alene

L |
ost l o n g j o u r n e y , f o r e v e r c o n j u r i n g o u r w a y
toward that unfamiliar sea.
Mark Vinz

mimeographed affair, but after
sometime Vinz wondered,
"Why not do a first rate job?"
His assumption that "there is a
community of people writing
and interested in writing" was
probably fair considering the
first three issues are nearly sold
out.
Four promises to be more
professional in format, with
graphic design, and content. A
$1,000 grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts and
Sciences will help enlarge size,
and provide for national
distributorship. Another of
Vinz's aims is to increase the
frequency, to three per year.
The possibility of a spring
conference is also being talked
about, with workshops,
readings, and panel discussions
open to the public, including
high school faculty and
students. The conference would
include mainly area writers,
but also those of national
stature.

:1
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Hilker sees and tells
By Phil Hilker

That "love without irritation is

"Pete 'n' Tillie" is a just lust" and that most true
quintessential little film that feelings deserve to be hidden.
sparkles with wit, realism and
Walter Matthau delivers a
the performances of Walter fine performance as Pete, but
Matthau and Carol Burnett.
it's Carol Burnett's Tillie that

There are plenty of funny
lines in "Pete 'n' Tillie," most
of them having to do with
Matthau's job as a poller of new
consumer product names. On
the side, he invents some of his
own — like Armpit for a
deodorant, Shove for a sanitary
napkin and a cozy little
hamburger joint frequented by
post-coital couples, he suggest
this slogan, "After bangs,
Bings,"
Aside from all the humor,
"Pete 'n' Tillie" takes a serious
look at love, especially for those
over 30. And surprisingly, it
does have something to say.

makes this film so poignant. I
was afraid that she might not
make the transition from
television to movies. All I can
say is that I'm glad she did.
The only problem with Sam
Peckinpah's "The Getaway" is
Ali MacGraw. If she could only
act as good as she looks I
wouldn't mind so much. But she
can't and what we get in "The
Getaway" is a tough Jennifer
Cavaleri with a gun. Steve
McQueen, Ben Johnson, A1
Lettieri and Sally Struthers all
turn in solid performances. As
for you, Ali MacGraw, the love
story's over. It's time to start
acting.

NOW CINEMA I — WEST ACRES
"Greatest Spoof On Horror Movies Ever!"

"THE FOLKS AT

TIED WOLF
TNN
Showings — 2:15-7:15-9:15

Four men decided not to play
golf one weekend. Instead, they
chose to canoe down the
"biggest fuckin' river in the
state."
By the end of their
journey, one man was dead, one
was severely injured, one had
been brutally raped by a
mountain man and two had
become murderers.
"Deliverance" is a film so
tense that it frightens like no
horror film can frighten. What
is most terrifying is seeing a
river take on almost sanguinary
features as four men battle
futilely for their lives. Even
more terrifying is having what
Burt Reynolds said come true:
"You don't beat it. You don't
beat the river."
Jon Voight, Burt Reynolds,
Ned Beatty and Ronny Cox
deliver powerful performances
as those four men. Men who are
subjected not only to all sorts of
physical torture, but mental
anguish as well.
A son in the film "1776"
parallels the birth of American
independence to the laying and
hatching of an egg. "1776" has
been laid and unfortunately,
hatched. The only thing left to
do now is to spade the bird that
cinematized this Broadway egg
and hope that in doing so other
birds won't be so hastily
inseminated with Hollywood
sperm.

poet conducts workshop
By Julie Henderson
Gene Frumkin, a steadily
increasing influence on the
American poetry scene, spoke
at a well-attended session last
week on campus. About 150-200
people listened to him read his
poetry, and 35^10 attended a
workshop he conducted Jan. 4.

appreciated more when read
and meditated, than when
skimmed over.

Frumkin read his own poetry
for an hour, in atmosphere not
exactly conducive to full
appreciation. With so many
people attending, it would have
been difficult to use a more
informal atmosphere. But
having Frumkin read from a
lecture stand seemed to
decrease the effect. His poetry
is full of rich imagery which is

Frumkin especially writes
about things familiar to him —
the Spanish and Indian people of
the Southwest, his own Jewish
heritage, the New Mexico
territory — and bars. Besides
imagery, his poetry also
contains a touch of humor,
usually laughing at the amazing
situations man gets himself
into.

Besides being affected by the
last six years in New Mexico,
Frumkin's poetry is also
influenced by his childhood in
0
New York City and later years
Frumkin was brought here in Los Angeles. His experiences
through student funds of the mix for a curious blend of
Student Union Programming country-city, urban-rural.
Board. He should be familiar to
students in the area; his poetry
Frumkin is the author of
has appeared in the Dacotah several books of poetry
Territory, a poetry magazine including The Hawk and the
edited by MSC English Lizard, the Rainbow Walker,
instructor, Mark Vinz. Vinz and Dostoevsky and Other
also studied under Frumkin at Nature Poems. He will have a
the University of New Mexico. new collection of poetry
published this spring.

NOW — CINEMA 70
1 Mile So. of 1-94 On U.S. 81

NOW — CINEMA II — WEST ACRES

ONLY MCINTOSH, THE INDIAN-FIGHTER, STOOD BETWEEN ULZANA,
THE APACHE-AND THE BLOODIEST MASSACRE OF THE WEST!

BIG DOUBLE FEATURE

"Vanishing
Point"

BURT LANCASTER
ULZANAS
RAID

m. A.S.H.

&

7:15

9:15

A Universal Picture
Technicolor® x T

Showings — 2:00-7:00-9:00

ow ShQwing

»*«»

Eve: 6:00-8:00-10:00
Sat.-Sun. 2-4-6-8-10
Laugh and cry with

FM CIVIC OPERA
presents

"FAUST"

Ventura
275.
Wed. R ing 50.

Love Sign

NDSU Festival Hall
January 18-19-20—8:00 P.M.
' Special
Children's Matinee
January 20—1:30 P.M.

A magnificent Keepsake
ring, set with a beautiful,
brilliant, perfect diamond
to reflect your love .

TCe eps gtlce *
REGISTERED

DIAMOND

R I N G S

Admission: Adults $3.00
Students $2.00
Matinee: Adults $3.00
Students $1.00
Box Office Opens
January 8—1-5 P.M.

Tickets: Call Box Office 293-5890
or Write 719 Park Drive, Fargo

Tickets Available At The Door

WEST ACRES
KEEPSAKE
DIAMOND
CENTER
Ring* enlarged lo thow drtail. Trade-Mark Reg

r

i

mmmmm'm'jt jtarw * jt r-«f

jtx*

anmrnev a
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workshop fails
By Steve Webber
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TRI-COLLEGE
BUS SCHEDULE — WINTER 1973

| Opinion "j

In a novel concept attempting to acquaint the newlv
elected student senators with the problems and procedures
of various organizations at Moorhead State certain
senators sponsored a Senate Workshop.
In essence the idea was beautiful. Leaders of the
individual organizations appeared before the Senate in an
informal manner to explain the idiosyncrasies of their
specific group and suggest ways that the Senate could help
them.
Instead of acheiving its most glorious goals, the workshop
fell sadly short. It failed for lack of attendance.

It was a lack of attendance on the part of the general
public, but a failure to attend by the newly elected senators
for which the workshop was intended.
Now since the message that each had to offer is
applicable to all, it is a shame that no one besides the
speakers who were obligated to attend heard the point that
was repeated through out the afternoon.
That point involved the lack of participation on the part of
the students in the regular committee structure and extra
curricular activities at Moorhead State.
No student on this campus can legitimately say that he or
she has nothing to do.
There are approximately 50 groups or organizations and
an untold number of committees which make this college
function — each is crying out for support.
At
present the number of students that fill necessary
positions, and those positions that offer entertainment and
relaxation for the majority of other students are being held
down by such a small number that is is pitiful.
These students break their backs for the majority and
receive no thanks at all for their work, not even the interest
to attend the cultural and educational activities that were
designed specifically for them.

Morning Departures

8:00
8:20
8:25
8:45
8:50
8:55
9:00
9:20
9:25
9:45
9:50
9:55

Commons
Fieldhouse
Union
Commons
Bus Stop
Union
Commons
Fieldhouse
Union
Commons
Bus Stop
Union

1:50 MS Bus Stop
1:55 MS Union
2:00 CC Commons
2:20 SU Fieldhouse
2:25 SU Union
2:45 CC Commons
2:50 MS Bus Stop
2:55 MS Union
3:00 CC Commons
3:20 SU Fieldhouse

12:00 CC Commons
12:20 SU Fieldhouse
12:25 SU Union
12:45 CC Commons
12:50 MS Bus Stop
12:55 MS Union
1:00 CC C
1:00 CC Commons
1:20 SU Fieldhouse
1:25 SU Union
1:45 CC Commons

Bus Service for the day terminates at the SU Union at 3:25.
+ 7th Avenue South and 11th Street, Moorhead
+ + 17th Avenue North and University, Fargo
- 9th Avenue South and 6th Street, Moorhead
- 6th Avenue South and 14th Street, Moorhead

Featuring The Finest Bicycles From
Holland, Italy and England
Immediate Delivery On All Models
2107 3 Ave N., Fargo Phone 293-1044

In The Gaslight Lounge

CC
SU
SU
CC
MS
MS
CC
SU
SU
CC
MS
MS

Afternoon Departures

OPENING FEBRUARY 1
BIKEWAY CYCLE CENTER

John
Holm

10:00
10:20
10:25
10:45
10:50
10:55
11:00
11:20
11:25
11:45
11:50
11:55

MS Bus Stop+
SU Fieldhouse+ +
SU Memorial Union
CC CommonsMS Bus Stop
MS UnionCC Commons
SU Fieldhouse
SU Union
CC Commons
MS Bus Stop
MS Union

Now Appearing Along
With Lee Massey

Wood's Package Store
1552 Main Ave. Fargo
Cold Kegs

HAS FREE ICE AND
FRONT DOOR PARKING

235-2221

Who Cares If Young Lutherans
Save Money On Insurance?

WE DO!
CALL GARY SAUVE
Lutheran
^ Brotherhood
»S^ln>uraii<v

293-0073

16211

/2 S. Univ. Drive

The Fraternal Insurance For Lutherans

IN THE GASLIGHT RESTAURANT

Tuesday through Saturday

Featuring Jamie

Rasberry
Brandy

Appears
Monday through Saturday

FREE Movies Every Saturday 3-6 p.m.

SUBARU
The Foreign Car That
Goes All Year 'Round
Front wheel drive

THIS SATURDAY THE BEATLES IN

and many other extras.

"A Hard Days Night"

SEE IT AT

Plus A Classic Spy Thriller From The 40's
Starring Roy Milland
Plus Chapter 2 Of "Flash Gordon's Trip To Mars."

The Gaslight Lounge And Restaurant
123 Robert St. Fargo

FORD
FINANCING

W. W. WALLWORK, INC.
Corner of 1-29 A Hiwey 10
FARGO
Phone
Phone 212-2350

LBLE

all Rhodes don't lead to Oxford
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. The Minnesota Civil Liberties
Union
(MCLU) announced
today that it is preparing a
lawsuit against the University
of Minnesota and all other
Minnesota higher educational
institutions to enjoin them from
participating in the Rhodes
Scholarship Program. The
announcement came as a result
of refusal by the Minnesota
State Selection Committee for
Rhodes Scholarships to
interview Ms. Eileen Lach, who
had been endorsed by the
University of Minnesota
Selection Committee on Oct.
23, 1972. Although her
application was routinely
processed to the Minnesota
State Selection Committee, she
was notified on Nov. 8 by
William J. Barber, American
Secretary of the Rhodes
Scholarship Trust, that her
application papers were being
returned because "the
published rules of eligibility
(male requirement) are not
satisfied."
On Dec. 12, one day
before the State Rhodes
Selection Committee meeting to
interview candiates, Ms. Lach
met with two members of the
state committee, and the same
evening met with the whole
state committee, but was told
that she would not be
interviewed as a candiate
because she was not a male.
The members of the State
Committee are Sidney Rand
(chairman), President of St.
Olaf
College, Northfield,
Minnesota; Raymond Pruitt
(secretary), director of the
Mayo Graduate School of
Education,
Rochester,
Minnesota; Davis Bobrow,
director of the Center for
International
Relations,

University of Minnesota, to the wjll of Cecil Rhodes. The due process and equal
Minneapolis; W. Richard will has been incorporated into treatment with regard to sex. It
Cartwell, professor of Modern British law by Parliament and is the opinion of the MCLU that
Languages, Northfield; Duane may be changed by an Act of the U.S. Constitution does not
K r o h n k e , a t t o r n e y , Parliament. This sten would be prevent the Rhodes Committee
Minneapolis; and Fred necessary to allow women to from discriminating as it
Morrison, professor of Law, qualify for Rhodes scholarships chooses on the basis of sex. But
University of Minnesota, since the will requires since the Committee has made
that choice, it is our opinion that
Minneapolis.
recipients to be male.
the
U.S. Constitution prevents
MCLU
Legal Counsel
A Rhodes scholarship entitles
the University of Minnesota and
the recipient to attend Oxford Michael Wetherbee said:
"The Minnesota Civil a n y o t h e r e d u c a t i o n a l
University in England for two
years with fees paid plus a Liberties Union is disappointed institution which receives
maintenance allowance of that the Minnesota State public funds from participating
nearly $2,500 per year. The Selection Committee for Rhodes i n a p r o g r a m w h i c h
Rhodes Trust is administered Scholarships has not complied discriminates on the ground of
by a Board of Trustees pursuant with the spirit of elementary sex. Therefore the Minnesota

Civil Liberties
Union is
preparing a lawsuit to enjoin all
Minnesota public educational
institutions from participating
in the Rhodes Scholarship
Program. This lawsuit will be
filed with the hope that other
colleges and universitites
around the country will follow
this example, and that the
resulting pressure on the
Rhodes Trustees in England
will lead them to push for a bill
in Parliament to amend Cecil
Rhodes' will to allow women to
qualify for Rhodes
scholarships."

involved in the night watchman
program and the law
enforcement
education
program. The nightwatchmen
began their servicing of the
campus in April of 1972 with 20
students working from 11 p.m.
to 7 a.m. Pehler stated that the
program was an example of
Student Development which
would "not verbally giving the

student responsibilities but
actually give them
responsibility."
"It's a little early to see any
results", said Garb, "but in the
final outcome students in a selfhelp situation will take a more
direct effort in determining
their own directions and for
them it will mean academic
success."

new approach to dorm affairs
taking hold well in many areas
Nearly every aspect of the assistant director of student
Student
D e v e l o p m e n t development. Kathy Nevins is a
D e p a r t m e n t h a s b e e n part-time student and teacher
implemented. Ranging from and is working on a group inter
the Night Watchman program action program. An effort is
to interaction programs, they being made in the financial aid
should all be in full swing by the office to make the work-study
beginning of the 1973-1974 school program more of an education
experience instead of "time put
year.
in."
The change in attitude is the
Mike Pehler is deeply
approach to student affairs and
student oriented situations,
according to Elliot Garb,
director of Housing, to "develop
the program in a positive way is
A motion concerning the
the goal."
institution of a visiting
Programs and progress professor speakers' bureau was
extend in many
directions. introduced and approved at the
Instead of the old "house Faculty Senate's Dec. 14, 1972
mother" image, head residents meeting.
are pursuing outside projects
The purpose of this program
beside their regular duties. would be that of a subtle
John Day serves as advisor to approach to recruitment —
the Student Senate.
various professors would go to
John Reuther is working on a area elementary and high
Human Sexuality
Program. schools to give lectures on their
Bob Schoenberger is the specialities. Hopefully, this

professors persuade potentials
would subconsciously influence
the students, teachers and
parents as to MSC capabilities.
Various problems were
discussed after Dr. Benjamin
W. McCashland, Dean of
Graduate Studies, presented the
program. The point was
brought up that the quality of
the presentations would have to
be constatnly reviewed to
insure their effectiveness. Also,
it was debated how often the

teachers would use this type of
program, since many of the
public school teachers are
overloaded and do not have the
time to bring in outside
speakers.
The main expenditures of this
program would be the faculty
travel expenses, along with the
initial cost of the
letters informing the schools of
this service.

Have you tried Breunig's Lager Beer?
COME M E E T SOME BEERS
YOU'VE NEVER T R I E D BEFORE

COLD KEGS "^ e Mfl Liquor Store
1

"The inn place to go"
featuring

Steve Palmer
nightly

1 1 T H STREET S O U T H A N D HOLIDAY DRIVE

MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA 56560

Broadway Music
NEW RELEASES
ALBUMS

8-TRACK

TAPES

S 3.69

*3.99
$ 5.49

BROADWAY MUSIC
119 Broadwpy, Fargo

Phone 293-9555

1612 Main Ave., Moorhead

The sound of
the seventies.
QUARTERPOUNDERS
ARE HERE
Mcponaicrs
u
U®

S. Eighth—Moorhead S. Univ.-Fargo
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worldly and warm-Charles Major
By Carol Braun

naturophathy from England
Completion of this course
Charles Major is enrolled for allowed him to have a limited
his first year at Moorhead State medical practice. He was able
College, but he will graduate at to do a full diagnosis, but not
the end of spring quarter. i n t e r n a l
examinations,
Major, 59, is a transfer student operations or prescribe drugs.
from colleges and universities
in Africa, Europe and Canada.
"I treated mostly neurotic
and psychotic patients referred
Although his present home is to me by physicians," he says .
Winnipeg, Canada, Major was On and off for 26 years Major
born at Capetown, South Africa, also treated asthma patients
March 2, 1913. His father was with hypnotherapy.
from Yorks in Yorkshire,
England, and his mother was
"I found that most of the
Spanish, from St. Helena IS., a asthmatics I treated actually
British possession, off the coast had psychological problems. By
of Africa. Both parents were hypnotizing them I could find
British citizens, as is Major.
the cause of their problems and
help them to conquer these
When Major was about four problems," he explains.
years old, his father returned to
England. He died a short time
Major wrote a book entitled
later. Major's mother also left So This Is Asthma which he sent
soon after that and he and his to an American publishing firm.
brothers spent the next few
"They took my money but
years under the care of a Child- never published the book," he
Welfare agency. "It was a very says.
unpleasant childhood," Major
recalls "We were always in
When Major began thinking
poverty and drifted from one about completing his bachelors
foster home to another."
degree, he planned to attend
Bemidji State, until someone
At about the age of six, Major suggested Moorhead. "I took a
was placed in a semi-adoptive bus down to see it and decided to
home where he remained seven attend Moorhead
because of
years. He attended Wesley the fascinating and beautiful
Teacher Training College, then surroundings, he recalls.
taught in elementary and
secondary schools all over
South Africa.
Major presented his
transcripts from past colleges
Major moved to England and universities, and it was
about 1960, where he taught found that he could complete his
English to Italian adults. In degree in only one year at MSC.
1963, he moved on to Scotland He will graduate this spring
where he taught art in grades
with a B.S. degree in education,
3 to 7 and secondary school majoring in special education.
math and slowlearners, grade 7. "I am a freshman-senior," he
He also studied at Jordon Hill smiles.
College in Glasgow and at
Kraigie College in Scotland.
"There was only one
disappointing aspect to MSC,"
In 1967, Major moved to
Major stated. "The sidewalks
Winnipeg, where he taught are splattered with painted
s t u d e n t s w i t h l e a r n i n g slogans about an African
disabilities and attended the incident. This was done by
University of Winnipeg before people who don't know Africa at
all. The college had nothing to
transferring to MSC.
do with this incident, so why
"As a child I was deeply ruin it? I wish they would clean
interested in troubled people it off."
and wished to become a doctor,
but there was no money."
Major and his wife Rita had
Major says. While still in South
nine children, but lost one son in
Africa, h e took a
a tractor accident. Two of their
correspondence course in

children, Joy, 25, and Raymond,
24, no longer live at home. Joy,
nurse in Scotland, was recently
married and Raymond travels
throughout the world with the
British Royal Navy.
Still at home in Winnipeg are
Nolan, 19, a University of
Northern Manitoba freshman
who plans to be a doctor;
Wendy, 17, a high school senior
and prize-winning athlete;
Graham, 16, Andre', 13 and
twins, Mark and Tracy, 10.

Some of these things have
filtered into your
ownership...without ever
paying for them. The Student
Conduct Committee is creating
a "theft amnesty" beginning
now through Jan. 26.
For the first time students
can return stolen items to the
Housing Office in Ballard Hall
"with a smile and that is all."
According to Elliot Garb,
associate dean of Students,
objects taken from the dorms or
from the academic
departments can be returned.
Following this amnesty period,
offenders will be prosecuted
severely.
Garb, though, is not overly
optimistic in his hopes for the

amnesty. Rewards have been
offered for objects stolen
already this year from
Comstock Memorial Union and

so embarrassed at school
because of her low marks in
science. I almost feel that I
should bring her to Russia, for
there they would let her
concentrate on athletics and not
force her to take other subjects.
I believe that after the age of 12,
students should be allowed to
concentrate on one thing," he
says.

Cocktails from 7 to 8 , a roast
beef dinner at 8, and Swing Inc.
featuring our own Dr. James
Wray, assistant professor of
Physics, Dr. James Condell,
chairman of Psychology, Dr.
Dale Wagoner, resident
geneticist at the USDA lab at
NDSU, and Ken Reuther,

Major has a large file of
international correspondence.
He has exchanged letters with
many world-renowned persons,
including President Nixon;
Harold Wilson, former British
prime minister; Indira
Ghandhi, leader of India;
Nehru, her father ; King Paul of
Greece; Nassar, the late
Egyptian leader; Mrs. Adlai
Stevenson and Mr. and Mrs.
John F. Kennedy.

"I see myself in people who
struggle," Major added. "I had
to overcome my difficulties
without any help. Now I want to
help others."

Major, who considers himself
a journalist as well, also writes
articles for the Winnipeg Free
Press. He is paid by the article.
"My whole life has been such
a struggle," Major says. "When
we got to Canada, I found
myself so steeped in debt that I

Major continued, "It is such a
pity that we will not take the
potential of a student and gear it
to his highest ability. We force
91C Luncheon Special
students to take irrelevant
Italian and American Foods
subjects and they are turned off
Prime Rib of Beef
and quit — robbed of an (Baked in Rock Salt)....$2.50
education. This is not well
Cocktails and Imported Wines
planned at all."
Hours: Mon-Fri llam-2pm
Mon.-Sat. 5pm-llpm

Major is fluent in five
l a n g u a g e s — E n g l i s h , 503 n. 7th Street
Afrikaans, Zulu, Dutch and
German, but has a working
knowledge of fifteen languages.
He also loves to travel. Two
years ago on a visit to Jamaica,
he carried messages of good
will from the mayor of
Winnipeg to the mayor of
Kingston, the capital of
Jamaica, and a gift from the
major of The Pas in northern
Manitoba to the prime minister
of Jamaica. He has also visited
Liberia, Palestine, Northern
Ireland and Spain.

Ballard Hall but there was no
response.
The basic e or
behind this, Garb sta ed, is
o
Put people on warning.

get away from it all
The Women's Club of
Moorhead State College will
hold a dinner dance Saturday,
Jan. 20, at the Rivieria Room,
Ramada Inn, Moorhead.

couldn't move myself. Each
time we left a country we would
have to sell or give away our
furniture and buy new furniture
in the next country. The cost of
bringing it along was
prohibitive."

"Nolan has a very fertile
mind. Last year in his high
school, he won the highest
award for science and math,"
Major says proudly. "If we
were to take the same test, he
"I have the greatest belief
would get an "A" while I would
and
faith in humanity. That's
get a "C" or a "D"."
why I write to people," he says.
"My daughter Wendy runs "I don't belong to any political
like the wind and is also good in party. I am just interested in
ballet and acrobatics, but she is mankind and children."

thieves granted amnesty by officials
Curtains.. .pillows.. .art
work...stereo speakers.

Over the Christmas break,
Major visited Holland,
Germany, London and
Scotland. He is also on the
waiting list for a possible
exchange of teachers between
Canada and Peking, Red China.

Nelson Hall residence director,
will give you an evening "Away
From It All." This is a great
group for dancing and listening
(and they are donating their fee
to the Scholarship Fund).
Travel around the world with us
and escape our winter weather.
Invitations will be extended
early in January, with
reservations to be made at that
time. Please keep this evening
open. Price is $5 per person for
dinner and dancing.

293-0110

"I find that life is my
teacher," he continued. "I have
come through the University of
Life. Books give you knowledge,
but life teaches you wisdom.
What a pity that you become
old so soon and wise so late."
Major will be conducting a
one-credit workshop for two
weeks this summer, if final
approval is given. The
workshop will be called
Teaching Methods and Major
says he will attempt to give
those who
participate a
sympathetic and humanistic
approach to teaching.
He has also written another
book, entitled HELPING THE
SLOW LEARNER TO
SUCCEED. "But I don't know
how to set about publishing it,"
he says, "and I have no money
to do so."
Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Grand Barber
&
Beauty World
Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS SALE
All Merchandise Reduced

SHOES - BOOTS - WADERS
SHIRTS - JACKETS - PARKAS
T-SHIRTS - OVERSHOES
BACKPACKS - GAS CANS

Nemzek Surplus
112 5th St. So., Moorhead-Ph. 233-3662

Moving Sale
SAVE 20%-50%
On Selected
Lines Of Merchandise

NEUBARTH'S
"The City Hall is just across the Street in Moorhead.
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A Dragon rally brings the fans to their feet during a Winona
timeout.

Last Saturday the Moorhead
State Dragons lost a
heartbreaker to the Winona
State Warriors in double
overtime 73 to 62. The real
story of that game however was
how, on the wings of a very
enthusiastic crowd, the
Dragons were lifted into playing
some of their best basketball of
this young season.
If you had walked into
Nemzek Fieldhouse during the
first half of the basketball game
you would have found it hard to
believe that the quiet, partisan
Dragon fans would have reason
to explode. The Dragons had

trailed by as much as eleven
points but went into the dressing
room facing only a six point
deficit.
From this point it was a
seesaw battle with Moorhead
finally catching Winona with
less then a minute to play. An
errant Dragon pass was then
stolen with less then thirty
seconds left. This allowed the
Warrior's Roscoe Young a lastsecond shot.
The fieldgoal
attempt was off the rim but
Young was fouled by an overaggressive Dragon.
At this point in the game the

Winona's Gus Johnson goes up for a rebound.

home town fans proved almost
indispensable. Young had been
shooting well that night, but due
partly to a terrific roar that
grew in the crowd and the
intense pressure, Young missed
both free throws, sending the
game into overtime.
The rest is history with both
teams scoring a field goal in the
first overtime which
necessitated another overtime
period. Winona dominated that Dragon Coach Denny Anderson is caught in a pensive mood as he
overtime and won going away. watches a free throw attempt.
After the game Dragon coach
Dennis Anderson praised the
fans and stated that, "fan
reaction was worth five
Photos by Steve Webber
(Dragon) points."

The Dragons' Dean Renneke finds himself
opening tipoff to Winona's Gus Johnson

73-62
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diary of a Dragon drama
an electrical current from
player to player. It's game
time!

By Karl Xavier III

Saturday night's Dragon
basketball game, a 73-62 double
overtime loss to Winona State,
with all the smelly sweatsoaked uniforms, worn tennis
shoes and fatigued bodies, is
easily observed and understood
by an excited spectator.

8:15: Forty game playing
minutes later it is half time.
The Dragons are in the locker
room six points down after a
shaky start. Coach Anderson
does the talking. "Let's get our
defense straight, concentrate on
good shots, position for those
rebounds. We can hold 'em, you
know that. Let's score forty
points this second half."

A raspy-throated fan misses
the locker room actions,
conversations, and inner
feelings before, during and
after the invigorating contest.

Assistant Coach Charlie
Williams walks out the door
quietly.
One can see the
nostalgic visions in his mind. A
year ago he was on the same
court as a player, in the same
action.

3:30 p.m.: The players eat
the usual pre-game meal funded
by community
donations.
Afterwards, there is brief rest
and relaxation in a dormitory
room or other quiet facility.

8:25: The players trot on to
the court, their confidence once
again instilled and ready for an
adrenalin-consuming
second
half.

6:30 p.m.: There are faint
preliminary game cheers in the
background as each court
master walks quietly across the
hollow sounding floor tile and
into the locker room.

9:30: There is a post-game
mortuary silence in the locker
room. Coach Anderson quietly
A few minutes later, the team
speaks, "We played a good
is dreseed in uniform apparel,
Assistant Coach Charlie Williams greets the Dragons with applause as Coach Denny Anderson has
game...it's hard to come back
some have their ankles taped in
a few stern words.
from behind...we played a tough
the training room while guard,
team...no one has to hang his
Dave Seter, (sr-Glyndon), spins
Craig Rochester). "Lean" Dean us than we are of them," says head...we did really good...we
a basketball on his finger and is simple and light.
Hildreth (sr-Gardner, N.D.), Renneke (so-Wood Lake) sits Assistant Coach Bob Bromme. had a heck of a comeback..."
whistles an original melody.
Dave Canton (so-Moorhead), silently, and eases back and Quickly he gives the players
their assignments.
"Any
Assistant Coach Bromme
A cement floor, a blackboard Doug Hanson (jr-Northwood), stretches.
Jerry
Wigdahl
(sr-Rothsay)
questions?"
asks
Coach
says, "If they're the best, we're
on wheels, an overhead
Anderson, "If not, let's get'em second and that's really good.
What's in the player's mind; a
projector and desks is not the and the other members have all
referee's whistle, a foul, a free into early foul trouble, rebound You can be proud."
description of a military picked there chairs.
throw or a missed
shot? and beat those guys!"
briefing room.. The room is
Dan Rutherford (sr-Franklin) Certainly an enthusiastic
A moment later, hot showers
Nemzek 131, the chalk talk
7:04
p.m.:
The
team
gathers
sings
a
few
bars
of
"Me
and
are
running and each player
butterfly
collector
would
enjoy
room for Coach Dennis
in the front of the room. Inside washes the night's work off his
Mrs.
Jones",
a
top
twenty
the
numerous
species
found
Anderson, assistants and
record release. In the back of inside the players' stomachs. each person is a feeling, a fiery tired body, thinking about what
players.
feeling, a burning confidence to went wrong, what went right
the room, touching his toes,
beat the number one rated and the future season.
loosening
his
shoulders
and
The
pre-game
talk
begins.
6:45 p.m.: The players are
team. The feeling transfers like
pacing
is
Kraig
Wold
(jr"Fellas, they're more afraid of
gathered in N131. Conversation

skinny wrestlers please coach
By Jeff Tiedeman

Tonight the Dragons
entertain the University of
Christmas was very good to Minnesota-Morris, at 7:30 at
Bill Garland, just as he Alex Nemzek Fieldhouse, in
expected it would be.
their first Northern
Intercollegiate Conference dual
Garland, wrestling coach at meet.
Moorhead State College, was
very pleased with the shape his
The Dragons will bring a 1-1
wrestlers came in after the record into the meet. They lost
three week vacation.
their opening match to Valley
City State and then defeated the
"The attitude of the kids is University of North Dakota.
real good. I had the confidence
Expected to start for Garland
that the boys would come back
in good shape and they did,"
Garland said.

tonight are Harley Haug (srMoorhead) at 118 pounds;
Ferdy Roth (fr-Washington,
N.J.) at 126; Joel Horsland (frCedar Falls, la.) at 134; Steve
Borders (jr-Brainerd) at 142;
Lyle Freudenberg (jr-Parkers
Prairie) at 150; Glenn Herman
(sr-Brainerd) at 158; Bob
Bowlsby (jr-Waterloo, la.); A1
Goeden (sr-Staples) at 177; Sid
Long (sr-Pine River)and Karl
Boehmer (Lebanon, N.J.) at
heavyweight.

Watson sees progress

According to Garland, the
spirit of the team is the best it
has been in years.
With the exception of a couple
minor injuries, the Dragons
appear healthy and should get
stronger.
One of the injuries that is not
so minor is Jeff Horsland's.
Horsland (fr-Cedar Falls, la.)
who has been hampered with a
shoulder injury since the
beginning of the season, may be
red-shirted to save a year of
eligibility, according to
Garland.

intramurals

Last year's intramural hockey program amounted to
little more than pickup games at the Fargo Coliseum,
usually beginning close to midnight.
Intramural Director A1 Holmes and Intramural
Coordinator Dan Purcell have now evolved the program
into a league setup with a more reasonable time schedule.
Games are slated for the Moorhead 4-H Building at 10 p.m.
Purcell has called a managerial meeting today at 4:30 at
Nemzek 106. However the entry deadline for teams is 1 p.m.
Friday. Individuals not attached to a team can come to
manager's meeting for placement. League play is
scheduled to begin Monday.
Friday is also the entry deadline for men's and coed
broomball,which will also begin competition Monday. All
games will be played 9:15 p.m. at Romkey Park. A meeting
for managers will be at 4:30 today.

Holmes and Purcell have arranged a full slate of
Last year the team compiled
a 4-6 record,
but Miss activities for winter quarter, culminating with an indoor
Watson, now in her third year as track meet for men Feb. 21.
coach, says, "we hope to
Scheduled before the track meet include a mixed doubles
improve on that, with fewer racquetball mixed doubles next Thursday. Purcell notes
turnovers this year and a much that equipment will be available. Entries for the single
C o a c h D e e W a t s o n i s better free throw percentage."
elimination tournament will be accepted just prior to the
optomistic about the prospects
competition.
for this year's team, despite
Kathy Nevins, resident
The next week's premiere attraction will be a men's free
their "shortage of inches."
director of Dahl Hall, is
"We're not very tall," she says, assistant coach. Miss Watson throw shooting contest 7 p.m. Jan. 24 in the small gym at
"the average height for the encourages all Dragonette fans Alex Nemzek Hall. Entries will be accepted until 7 p.m that
starters is about 5'6"."
to attend the games which are day.
always free of
charge.
Jan. 31 is the date for men's wrestling tournament, with
Eight of the twelve varsity W e d n e s d a y ' s g a m e i s i n
entries accepted at the pre-meet weigh-in. Preliminaries
players and five of the J.V. s Nemzek Hall 161 with the J.V.'s
will be held at this date with the finals slated for Feb. 1 after
are veterans. The other eleven playing first followed by the
the basketball game in the fieldhouse. All matches will
players are freshmen and varsity.
consist of three one-minute periods.
transfer students.

The women's intercollegiate
basketball team hosts Valley
City State 6:30 p.m. Wednesday
in its first game of the season.
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the president reflects and foresees
By Debbie Smith
In a recent interview, Dr.
Roland Dille, president of MSC,
discussed his thoughts on the
future and commented on the
past year at MSC.
"The problems we face in
talking about the goals for next
year are these," noted
President Dille, "We can't
really predict what is going to
happen about enrollment and
secondly, we can't predict what
is going to happen with the
legislature."

pretty good position to find h i m s e l f b e i n g c o n s t a n t l y
within itself what it takes to interrupted, "not so much by
build a better education."
people as by the need to do a job
that needs doing when I have
Dille also said, "We are going not completed a previous one."
to have to find ways of offering
Dille finds that his philosophy
that quality education which
students are putting down hard of life is a bit hard to articulate,
cold cash for."

"Last year was in many ways
a good year,"said the president,
listing the New Center at the top
of the list of accomplishments.
Minority group majors were
begun last year and many
advances in particular
departments throughout the
He continued, "the legislature campus. Cutbacks in programs
determines the amount of no longer attracting students
financial support to the college. were also made.
Since the financial scene is not
its brightest this year, the
" I think the greatest
school will have to find support disappointment last year was
within itself. This college is in a the fact that the faculty senate
eliminated the student
evaluation of faculty without
finding some substitute for it."
Dr. Dille's personal
aspirations for the coming year
are to find time to finish a novel
he wants to read and teach a
class in contemporary poetry.
"The thing Ilike most about
being the president," he said,
"is the variety of the work."
"That has a defect, of course,
because when one has many,
many things to do you can't
allow enough time for any
particular thing." Dille finds

HIBISCUS S3SO
TO 1250
WEDDING RING 200

ENCHANTING
Enchanting moments are
reflected forever in the
brilliance and beauty of a
Keepsake diamond ring.
Your very own, enchanting
Keepsake now awaits you.

GONDOLA
PIZZA

ST.PAUL, MINN.— Shyamala
Rajender, assistant professor of
chemistry at Winona State
College, has been appointed
full-time director of Equal
Opportunity for the Minnesota
State College System, effective
Jan. 1, Chancellor G. Theodore
Mitau announced today.

Wimmer's
Jewelry

\vie

"Better Stamps Since 1885"

<ub£ci Stamj T&ndi. Int.
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For90. North Dakota 50102 _
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and issues related
affirmative action.

to

and a member erf the League of
Women Voters;

Kathryn Herring, a student at
A member of Women's Equity
Action League (WEAL) and the St. Cloud State College;
National Organization for
Sylvia Maupins, director of
Women (NOW), Dr. Rajender
obtained her M.S. and Ph.D the Moorhead State College
degrees from the University of Educational Opportunities for
Wyoming. She received her B.S. Minority Students program;
T h e p o s i t i o n w a s degree in chemistry from the
Jonathan Morgan, St. Paul,
established by the State College University of Madras in India.
assistant attorney general for
Board in August when it
Dr. Rajender served as
adopted an affirmative action r e s e a r c h a s s o c i a t e a n d the Minnesota Pollution Control
program and established a assistant professor of chemistry Agency;
Human Rights Compliance at the University of Minnesota
Harry Davis, Minneapolis,
C o m m i s s i o n t o a s s i s t i n from 1966-72.
president of the Urban Coalition
assuring equal employment and
Members of the Human of Minneapolis;
educational opportunity
for
women and minorities within Rights Compliance Commission
are: Robert Cobb, chairman of
Mary Phillips, a teacher at
the State College System.
the Health Science Department Cowern Elementary School in
Dr. Rajender will serve as a at Mankato State College and North St. Paul.
resource person to the former chairman of the
The Minnesota State Colleges
c o m m i s s i o n a n d t o t h e college's Task Force on Black
are Bemidji, Mankato,
chancellor's office on problems Studies;
Abby Dawkins, St. Paul, a M i n n e s o t a M e t r o p o l i t a n ,
member
of the
ACTION Moorhead, St. Cloud, Southwest
T-SHIRTS/ JACKETS
program of the Junior League at Marshall, and Winona.
IMPRINTED

'Sake

A beautiful gift with
each engagement ring
purchased.

responsibility is for himself.
That means it is a perfectly
honorable thing to seek
happiness. I don't think anyone
who has a good mind, an
average mind, or any mind at
all can really be happy if he
isn't exercising that mind."

Mitau announces appointment
of equal opportunity director

REGISTERED

DIAMOND RINGS

but says it this way: "I think
that there are a number of
things incumbent upon people.
Ireally think that one ought not
to live as though he were
unconcerned about anyone else.
I think that among the people
for whom one must assume

P h . 236-5130

Tochi
&> Products

C
t

303 ROBERTS ST.
FARGO - 232-7700
A Fine Selection of Natural
foods, Indian and Oriental
Food.
MANY LOVELY AND
SPECIAL GIFT ITEMS NOW OH SALE!!!

Southgate Racquet Club
Special Offer For Students

University Membership
$35.00— Reserve Normal Counts.
$40.00— Unlimited Walk On Tennis.
Package Program $75.00 For The Year.

fly away from winter
and visit sunny Spain
A late-winter chartered flight
to a full seven-day vacation in
Spain will be held March 8 — 16
as one of the latest offerings of
an expanded MSC
AlumniParents Association program.
The trip, originally scheduled
a week earlier but changed to
the later dates just this week, is
open to MSC students.
David Hintz, executive
secretary of the association,
said the association includes
members, along with alumni,

DELUXE
BARBER SHOP
119 So. 8th St.
Moorhead

students, parents of students
and friends of the college.
Arrangements for a
chartered DC-8 jet has been
provided for direct
transportation from Hector
Airport in Fargo to the resort
area of Costa Del Sol on the
Mediterranean Sea.
The round-trip flight costs
and many of the hotel and meal
arrangements are included in
the $319package cost of the trip.
Participants in the trip will be
free to enjoy themselves as they
see fit about the resort village of
Torremolinos and in side tours
to other parts of Spain or North
Africa.

USED CARS
AT STUDENT PRICES

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL

1957 Rambler6-Cyl
$99.
1966 Rambler 6-cyI
$399.
1970 Volkswagen
$1450.
1968 Chevelle SS ... 48,ooo Miles. 396 — 4 Sp. . .$1495.

Dave Kozlowski—237-4805

Al's Auto Sales & Repair
1219

Highway 52 S., Phone 233-2055

conference held on Rural Dev. Act
™

By Carol Braun

A sampling of speakers and
guests attending the Governor's
Conference on the Rural
Development Act of 1972 at
Moorhead State College on
Dec. 13 revealed that the
funding and the organization of
the program at the local level
are thought to be among the
biggest problems in
implementing the new act.
The Rural Development Act
is expected by its authors to
provide increased jobs and
income in rural areas, a higher
standard of living for farm
families and better
environmental
protection,
housing, fire protection and
education in rural sectors
through special loans, grants
and other forms of financial
assistance.
The act has been signed into
law, but has not yet been funded
by the administration.
Sen. Roger Moe, state
legislator from Ada, Minn,
voiced the common concern.
"The biggest problem with the
Rural Development Act is that
the machinery needed for the
program is there, but funds
have not been allocated — there
is no "good use of money yet to
implement it," he said.
Governor Anderson agreed.
"The biggest thing is getting the
money," he said.
"It is
unfortunate that the President
can withhold funds at the
federal level."
Congressman Bergland
stated, "If the budget presented
by the administration in
January doesn't recommend
money for funding the program,
we'll have a battle royal getting
funds."
Bergland added that he
belived staffing would be
another big problem, saying, "I
have reason to believe the
administration will strangle the
program to death by not
properly staffing it. It won't

work to have three people
staffing ten states. I want a
good staff right here in this
state."
Bob Petersburg, a Kennedy
village councilman and small
businessman, said, "I'm afraid
we're going to fall short of
funding. Everything goes to the
larger cities — they forget
about our rural areas."
However many of those who
attended the conference were as
concerned with how rural
residents could be educated and
organized to carry out the
program as state leaders were
with funding.
Said Marvin Skaug, a farmer
from Beltrami, "I suppose the
biggest problem would be
getting the information to the
people. "Another
man
concurred, saying the biggest
problem will be getting
workable information to the
local level.
Alfred Holm, village manager
at Perham, said, "The biggest
problems will be adequate
funds and getting interested
people who will help in
developing the
program."
According to Merton Crume,
Moland Township board
member, the problem will be
organization.

ST. PAUL, MINN. — Nearly
31 per cent of Minnesota State
College System students
surveyed regarding their
opinions on how to improve oncampus student housing have
returned their questionnaires,
according to John T. Lynch,
chairman, Higher Education
Task Force of the Governor's
Loaned Executives Action
Program (LEAP).
Lynch said that nearly 9,500
questionnaires were mailed in
late November to a sampling of
students at all state colleges.
The sampling included both onand-off campus students.
Thus far nearly 3,000
questionnaires have been
returned, said Lynch. Of these,
half come from on-campus
residents and half from
students living off-campus.
"We would like to see more
returns from those students who
live off-campus, since they
outnumber
on-campus
residents by more than two to
one. This will help us to more
precisely determine the

FIND A FRIEND
CALL BIRTHRIGHT

237-9955
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Humphrey
placed
The spea kers were
unanimous in their praises of responsibility for the success of
the new act. Each stressed that the program squarely on
urban and rural sectors can not President Nixon and the
ignore each others problems Administration, speaking at a
but must learn to live and work luncheon in the student union
together, and expressed the ballroom later in the day.
hope that the provisions of the
"Congress has taken a
new act would be able to bring
some of the good things of city historic initiative in developing
l i f e i n c l u d i n g c o m m e r c e , and enacting this act," he said.
h o s p i t a l s , a i r p o r t s a n d "Now the ball is in the court of
educational facilities to rural t h e P r e s i d e n t a n d h i s
areas in an effort to reverse the Administration. Whether and
trend of migration from rural to at what level he requests
urban areas. They also stressed funding of these provisions will
the need for regional and local largely determine what funds
planning in implementing the and staff are made available to
administer and implement the
new act.
act."

housing surveys returned

PREGNANT AND
DISTRESSED?

Shaharas Junktique
& Alteration Shop

W

Speakers at the opening
session of the Conference
included Seventh District
Congressman Robert Bergland,
Gov. Wendell Anderson, Sen.
Hubert Humphrey and William
Erwin, deputy undersecretary
for Rural Development, U. S.
Department of Agriculture.

Some of those attending the
conference expressed concern
that the programs will actually
be planned at the regional level

LATEST IN MOD STYLES
AND MISCELLANEOUS

321 ROBERTS STREET

as is proposed.
"Coming
through with the idea of grass
roots input sounds great, but
would it really help?" asked
Mary Jane Knuttila of the New
York Mills community action
council. "The main concern is
that the poeple who the law
affects have some say in how it
is administered."

Others fear that the
bureaucratic system will
impede the progress of the
program.
"We need the
cooperation of the various
agencies in obtaining funds that
will be made available. The
various groups cannot work
separately, or funds will be too
spread out. We need unified
effort," Sister Janice Welley of
Warren, Minn. Archie Ball,
Sauk Centre chamber manager,
hopes that organization can
prevent overlapping of different
departments.

NEWEST
SHOP
AROUND
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Different Cultures — Strange Food
Work — Long Hours — No Pay
W h a t God Gives You.

24 HOURS
A DAY

D
Tough
Except,

For information on our missionary life, write
FATHER TOM STREVELER, SVD
DIVINE WORD COLLEGE DEPT
EPWORTH, IOWA 52045

opinions of this important group
of students," said Lynch.

"Results of the survey will be
used as a basis for
recommendations by the LEAP
task force on ways in which on-

campus housing can better suit
the needs and desires of all
students," he added.
Lynch said the task force
report, when completed, will be
brought to the attention of
decision makers at all levels.

civilian
pilot's
license
forafew
good college men.
We pay.
Learn to fly while you re still in college. The Marines
will pay the bill—about $900 worth of lessons—for
qualified members of the Platoon Leaders Class.
You'll also be earning a Marine officers commis
sion through PLC summer training at Quantico,
Virginia. And after graduation, you may be one of the
few good men who go on to Marine pilot or flight
officer training.Get the details from the Marine officer
who visits your campus. ••

pic

• The Marines are
looking forafew good men.

Include aqe, education, interest, address,

DIVINE

WORD

MISSIONARIES

Marine Corps Officer Selection Team
Will Be On Campus Jan. 11 & 12
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Be sure to register for free prizes — Color T.V., Stereo and
many others to be given away . No purchase necessary.

